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Providing assistance to your clients in
raising a happy, healthy, and

well-behaved WolfDog

Raising a Wolfdog is one of the most rewarding experiences one can
have. However, it may be challenging at times!

Defending against bites and scratches, cleaning pee on a regular basis, and

navigating the pet store aisles may be aggravating and exhausting. It might

feel as though the problems never cease.
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At Wolfdog Behavior & Management, we help your clients overcome

their Wolfdog's troublesome behaviors and grow a happy, healthy, and

well-behaved puppy by providing training guidance and product

recommendations.

Your new puppy owners will join a group of almost 5,000

Wolfdog owners that have:

➡Trained, well-behaved wolfdogs that are more responsive, confident, and

bring you more delight than worry.

➡ Found the right products for their pup's specific needs

➡ Participated in a community of wolfdog parents and trainers and received

personalized replies.

➡ Most importantly, they developed a deep, long-lasting bond with their

wolfdogs.

Tools to Raise a Healthy & Well-Behaved Pup
Puppy Program Includes::

* 2 group consultations with open Q&A on anything the guests wish to talk
about when it comes to understanding their personal wolfdogs' behavior. Tony
will use a live webcast to evaluate video material supplied by participants,
while also providing useful suggestions and insights into the information
collected from video footage.
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* Tony will include a 60-minute private live conversation with your puppy
clients to discuss whatever they wish.

They may decide to continue paying the VIP $65 monthly membership cost
after their first month, which will continue to include.

Every month, there will be two group consultations consisting of open Q&A on anything the
guests want to chat about when it comes to understanding their own wolfdogs' behavior.
Tony will examine video material supplied by participants via live webinar while providing
useful advice and insights into the data acquired from video footage.

* Tony will have a 60-minute private live conversation with you rclient every three months.

* A guest speaker will appear on the live broadcast every four months.

* Wolfdog Behavior & Management will offer a 10% discount on future courses and
webinars.

* They'll get a free Wolfdog gift every 12 months (T-shirt, Collars, Vests, Leashes etc)
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https://app.acuityscheduling.com/catalog.php?owner=11581366&category=BREEDER+PUPPY+PROGRAM


Real Stories from Wolfdog Parents Like Your Clients
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